Returning to
Class Boarding Pass
Writing:
Create a character description, then plan out a story where the character is transported to a different time, or place. This could be
through a portal. Write your story using paragraphs and all of the
other writing skills we have been exploring. Don’t forget to edit and

Spelling:
Choose a different spelling strategy each day from
the spelling menu (on Showbie) to practise your

Reading:
Read your book band books or a book of your choice
every day to an adult for 10minutes.

Maths:
Spend 15minutes on Time Table Rock Stars– Try to earn
as many coins as possible.
Collect objects from your household and practise sharing them into equal groups. Can you write the number
sentences to go with it.? You need to write both division and multiplication sentences.
Can you find any numbers that won’t divide equally?

PE:
Practise throwing a ball or a similar
object on to/ in to a target.

Complete a rainbow challenge!
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